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I.  HigherI.  Higher--Order TheoriesOrder Theories
All explaining must be based on a reliable, All explaining must be based on a reliable, 
accurate descriptionaccurate description of the phenomenaof the phenomenaaccurate description accurate description of the phenomena  of the phenomena  
we want to explain.we want to explain.
Otherwise our explanation may well simply Otherwise our explanation may well simply 
miss those target phenomena.miss those target phenomena.
Scientific theorizing does often lead us to Scientific theorizing does often lead us to 
revise revise our take on the phenomenaour take on the phenomena——

i i t i th t i ht ii i t i th t i ht ias in coming to recognize that weight is a as in coming to recognize that weight is a 
relativerelative property, property, not intrinsicnot intrinsic..
But we must still take care to ensure that But we must still take care to ensure that 
our explanations address the phenomena our explanations address the phenomena 
under consideration.under consideration.
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In the case of conscious states, that means In the case of conscious states, that means 
explaining how mental states that are explaining how mental states that are 
conscious conscious differ from those that are not differ from those that are not 
consciousconscious. . 
Otherwise we won’t have said why it is that Otherwise we won’t have said why it is that 
the conscious ones are consciousthe conscious ones are consciousthe conscious ones are conscious.the conscious ones are conscious.
This is a constraint on This is a constraint on any type of theoryany type of theory
of what it is for a state to be consciousof what it is for a state to be conscious——
but this constraint on theories but this constraint on theories motivates motivates 
higherhigher--order theoriesorder theories. . Let’s see how.Let’s see how.
It won’t do simply to say It won’t do simply to say that that we know we know p y yp y y
perfectly well what conscious states areperfectly well what conscious states are——
from the from the insideinside,, so to speak.  so to speak.  
That That won’t capture the contrast between won’t capture the contrast between 
being conscious and not.  Experience is  being conscious and not.  Experience is  
no substitute for articulate description.no substitute for articulate description.
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A neural marker that occurs only when A neural marker that occurs only when 
states are conscious can be highly useful. states are conscious can be highly useful. 
But even such a marker But even such a marker cannot, cannot, by itselfby itself,,
explain explain whywhy those states are conscious. those states are conscious. 
We must also say We must also say whywhy our neural our neural marker marker 
results in states’ being consciousresults in states’ being conscious and whyand whyresults in states  being consciousresults in states  being conscious——and why and why 
mental states mental states aren’t conscious without itaren’t conscious without it..
CompareCompare:: We must say We must say whywhy each atomic each atomic 
structure has its macroscopic properties.structure has its macroscopic properties.
Neural markers may Neural markers may point to mechanismspoint to mechanisms
in virtue of which some mental states arein virtue of which some mental states arein virtue of which some mental states are in virtue of which some mental states are 
conscious and others not.conscious and others not.
But we must still explain why it’s But we must still explain why it’s those those 
mechanismsmechanisms that result in a state’s being that result in a state’s being 
consciousconscious——howhow they make the difference they make the difference 
between a state’s being conscious and not.between a state’s being conscious and not.
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We often get a useful handle on what a We often get a useful handle on what a 
phenomenon consists in by seeing phenomenon consists in by seeing what’s what’s 
missing when that phenomenon is absentmissing when that phenomenon is absent..
That works well with consciousness:     That works well with consciousness:     
The salient mark of a mental state that The salient mark of a mental state that failsfails
to be conscious is that the individual who’sto be conscious is that the individual who’sto be conscious is that the individual who s to be conscious is that the individual who s 
in the state is in the state is altogether unaware of italtogether unaware of it..
If we have reason to think a subject is in  If we have reason to think a subject is in  
a mental state but the subject a mental state but the subject sincerely sincerely 
deniesdenies being in itbeing in it——sincerity reflecting lack  sincerity reflecting lack  
of awarenessof awareness——that state is not conscious.that state is not conscious.
That implies that That implies that a state’s being conscious a state’s being conscious 
requires that one be in some way aware requires that one be in some way aware 
of being in that stateof being in that state..
And that’s the core of any higherAnd that’s the core of any higher--order order 
((HOHO) theory of consciousness.) theory of consciousness.
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HOHO theories hold that a state is conscious theories hold that a state is conscious 
only ifonly if one is in some way one is in some way aware ofaware of the the 
state.  They differ about what that way is.state.  They differ about what that way is.
On my higherOn my higher--orderorder--thought (thought (HOTHOT) theory, ) theory, 
one is aware of one’s conscious state by one is aware of one’s conscious state by 
having a thought that one is in that statehaving a thought that one is in that statehaving a thought that one is in that state.having a thought that one is in that state.
That That HOTHOT need not itself be consciousneed not itself be conscious..
And to capture the subjective immediacy And to capture the subjective immediacy 
of the way we’re aware of conscious states, of the way we’re aware of conscious states, 
the the HOTHOT must must not seem subjectivelynot seem subjectively to to 
rely on any inference or observation.rely on any inference or observation.y yy y
But despite the elegant title of our session, But despite the elegant title of our session, 
I’ll discuss I’ll discuss HOHO theories generally and the theories generally and the 
higherhigher--order awarenessorder awareness ((HOAHOA) they posit, ) they posit, 
rather than focusing specifically on my rather than focusing specifically on my 
own own HOTHOT theory.theory.
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FirstFirst--order (order (FOFO) theories of consciousness, ) theories of consciousness, 
like Ned’s, see a state’s being conscious as like Ned’s, see a state’s being conscious as 
independent of any substantive independent of any substantive HOAHOA of of 
the statethe state..
FOFO theories vary in the accounts they give. theories vary in the accounts they give. 
FredFred DretskeDretske e g provides ae g provides a psychologicalpsychologicalFred Fred DretskeDretske, e.g., provides a , e.g., provides a psychologicalpsychological
account; Ned prefers a account; Ned prefers a neural markneural mark..
But whatever the accountBut whatever the account——whether neural whether neural 
or psychologicalor psychological——it must it must explain how explain how 
mental states that are conscious differ mental states that are conscious differ 
from those that are notfrom those that are not..
Mere coMere co--occurrenceoccurrence of a preferred feature of a preferred feature 
with the states we count as conscious is with the states we count as conscious is 
not enoughnot enough——unless it also explains why unless it also explains why 
it’s it’s thatthat feature that feature that makes the differencemakes the difference
between a state’s being conscious and not.between a state’s being conscious and not.
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One might urge that the One might urge that the HOAHOA that occurs that occurs 
with conscious states is with conscious states is not substantivenot substantive::
Maybe being conscious of a conscious state Maybe being conscious of a conscious state 
is like is like smiling a smilesmiling a smile (Sosa 2002, Block 2008)(Sosa 2002, Block 2008)..
But smiling a smile is But smiling a smile is simply smilingsimply smiling——so it so it 
can’t provide a contrast like that betweencan’t provide a contrast like that betweencan t provide a contrast like that between can t provide a contrast like that between 
a state’s being conscious or not.a state’s being conscious or not.
No such “deflationary” account of the No such “deflationary” account of the HOAHOA
can explain can explain how conscious states differ how conscious states differ 
from mental states that aren’t consciousfrom mental states that aren’t conscious. . 
For that we need a For that we need a substantive awareness substantive awareness 
of the state.  of the state.  (More on that in a moment.)(More on that in a moment.)
HOHO theories theories do not conflictdo not conflict with finding with finding 
neural markers of mental states’ being neural markers of mental states’ being 
conscious.  Indeed, they may well help conscious.  Indeed, they may well help 
guide the search for an guide the search for an NCCNCC..
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That’s because of the That’s because of the constraintconstraint that that HOHO
theories place theories place on any theoryon any theory——and the and the NCCNCC..
HOHO theories reflect the observation that no theories reflect the observation that no 
state is conscious unless one is in some state is conscious unless one is in some 
way aware of it.  So a satisfactory way aware of it.  So a satisfactory NCCNCC
shouldshould point to or provide a mechanismpoint to or provide a mechanismshould should point to or provide a mechanism point to or provide a mechanism 
that that subservessubserves or gives rise to that or gives rise to that HOAHOA..
HakwanHakwan and I and I (2011)(2011) have argued that have argued that PFCPFC
is likely implicated in any such mechanism. is likely implicated in any such mechanism. 
But on this occasion I’ll leave the neural But on this occasion I’ll leave the neural 
specifics to him.specifics to him.pp
Instead, I’ll say a bit more about why it is Instead, I’ll say a bit more about why it is 
that that HOHO theories do theories do constrainconstrain the the NCCNCC.     .     
Why can’t the search for an NCC proceed Why can’t the search for an NCC proceed 
independentlyindependently of the issues that of the issues that divide  divide  
HOHO from from FOFO theorists?theorists?
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A state’s being conscious is a A state’s being conscious is a psychologicalpsychological
phenomenon.phenomenon.
So a merely neural marker won’t do unless So a merely neural marker won’t do unless 
it points to a it points to a psychological waypsychological way in which in which 
conscious states differ from mental states conscious states differ from mental states 
that aren’t consciousthat aren’t consciousthat aren t conscious.that aren t conscious.
An An NCCNCC that explains why we’re aware of that explains why we’re aware of 
mental states when they’re conscious mental states when they’re conscious but but 
not otherwise satisfies that condition.not otherwise satisfies that condition.
But But FOFO theories, which preclude appeal to theories, which preclude appeal to 
being aware of conscious states, arguably being aware of conscious states, arguably g g yg g y
lack resources to explain lack resources to explain in psychological in psychological 
termsterms how conscious states differ from how conscious states differ from 
mental states that aren’t consciousmental states that aren’t conscious..
Why is that?  Why can’t Why is that?  Why can’t FOFO theories explain theories explain 
that difference that difference in psychological termsin psychological terms??
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Since Since FOFO theories deny substantive theories deny substantive HOAsHOAs, , 
the only remaining psychological properties 
are those such as representational content, are those such as representational content, 
mental qualities, and attentiveness.mental qualities, and attentiveness.
And none of those helps, since they all And none of those helps, since they all 
occur withoccur with nonconsciousnonconscious states as well asstates as well asoccur with occur with nonconsciousnonconscious states as well as states as well as 
conscious conscious statesstates..
NonconsciousNonconscious thoughtsthoughts exhibit intentional exhibit intentional 
content, content, nonconsciousnonconscious mental qualities mental qualities 
occur in masked priming and occur in masked priming and subliminal subliminal 
perceptionperception,, and and attentionattention also occurs with also occurs with p pp p
nonconsciousnonconscious states states (e.g., Robert (e.g., Robert KentridgeKentridge, 2012), 2012)..
What about globalWhat about global--workspace theory and workspace theory and 
Ned’s access consciousness, on which a Ned’s access consciousness, on which a 
state is conscious if its content is accessible state is conscious if its content is accessible 
for use by many psychological subsystems?for use by many psychological subsystems?
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Those are Those are FO,FO, cast in psychological terms.  cast in psychological terms.  
But such accessibility But such accessibility double dissociates double dissociates 
from a state’s being consciousfrom a state’s being conscious.. Conscious Conscious 
peripheral perceptions can be inaccessible peripheral perceptions can be inaccessible 
to other systems, and to other systems, and nonconsciousnonconscious beliefs beliefs 
and desires can have global effectsand desires can have global effectsand desires can have global effects.and desires can have global effects.
Jesse Jesse PrinzPrinz appeals to appeals to accessibilityaccessibility——though though 
to working memory (to working memory (WMWM).  But that’s just a ).  But that’s just a 
subpersonalsubpersonal mechanism.  Also, it wouldn’t mechanism.  Also, it wouldn’t 
explain explain whywhy those states are consciousthose states are conscious——
unless being accessible to unless being accessible to WMWM is is itself due itself due gg
toto there being a HOA, which might well be.there being a HOA, which might well be.
So there’s no So there’s no FOFO account of a state’s being account of a state’s being 
conscious conscious cast in distinctively cast in distinctively psychological psychological 
termsterms.. For that, For that, HOHO theories are arguably theories are arguably 
the only game in townthe only game in town..
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II.  Objections II.  Objections 
Many theorists see consciousness as an Many theorists see consciousness as an 
inseparable aspectinseparable aspect of qualitative states of qualitative states 
such as perceptionssuch as perceptionssuch as perceptions.such as perceptions.
But it’s arguable that qualitative states can But it’s arguable that qualitative states can 
and do occur without being conscious.and do occur without being conscious.
Subliminal perceptionsSubliminal perceptions——e.g., in masked e.g., in masked 
casescases——are not conscious in any ordinary are not conscious in any ordinary 
sense. Nonetheless, such states evidentlysense. Nonetheless, such states evidentlysense.  Nonetheless, such states evidently sense.  Nonetheless, such states evidently 
exhibit mental qualities:exhibit mental qualities:
We distinguish subliminal states in respect We distinguish subliminal states in respect 
of the very same of the very same qualitative features as qualitative features as 
with conscious qualitative stateswith conscious qualitative states..
Subliminal states have qualitative character.Subliminal states have qualitative character.
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Since subliminal states exhibit qualitative Since subliminal states exhibit qualitative 
properties, is there properties, is there something it’s likesomething it’s like to to 
be in subliminal states?  Do those states be in subliminal states?  Do those states 
exhibit exhibit phenomenal consciousnessphenomenal consciousness??
If so, those notions If so, those notions extend well beyondextend well beyond
any ordinary notion of consciousnessany ordinary notion of consciousnessany ordinary notion of consciousness.any ordinary notion of consciousness.
People in subliminal states sincerely deny People in subliminal states sincerely deny 
being in them.  So it’s at best quixotic to being in them.  So it’s at best quixotic to 
regard those states as conscious.  regard those states as conscious.  
Intuitively, Intuitively, there is simply nothing it’s like there is simply nothing it’s like 
for onefor one to be in such states.to be in such states.
Since we do characterize subliminal states Since we do characterize subliminal states 
qualitatively, qualitatively, FOFO qualitative states can occur qualitative states can occur 
without without phenomenal consciousness and phenomenal consciousness and 
“what“what--it’sit’s--likelike--nessness.”  So .”  So those properties those properties 
can’t be an inseparable aspect of can’t be an inseparable aspect of FOFO statesstates..
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Ned denies thisNed denies this——holding that phenomenal holding that phenomenal 
consciousness and “whatconsciousness and “what--it’sit’s--likelike--nessness” are ” are 
aspects of aspects of FOFO qualitative statesqualitative states..
And subjectively it does seem that way.And subjectively it does seem that way.
But our explanations must But our explanations must look past the look past the 

bj tibj tisubjective appearancessubjective appearances..
The The HOAHOA is rarely itself a conscious state:  is rarely itself a conscious state:  
We are seldom aware of being aware of a We are seldom aware of being aware of a 
conscious stateconscious state——perhaps only in the very perhaps only in the very 
special case of introspecting. special case of introspecting. 
Since we are typically unaware of any Since we are typically unaware of any HOHOS ce e a e yp ca y u a a e o a yS ce e a e yp ca y u a a e o a y OO
state, it will state, it will seem subjectively that only seem subjectively that only 
the the FOFO state occursstate occurs..
So the property of that state’s being So the property of that state’s being 
conscious will seemconscious will seem——again again subjectivelysubjectively——
to be an to be an aspectaspect of the of the FOFO state.  state.  
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But only the But only the FOFO state has mental qualities; state has mental qualities; 
so why is the so why is the HOHO state needed for one to state needed for one to 
have a conscious qualitative experience?have a conscious qualitative experience?
A A FOFO qualitative state won’t be conscious qualitative state won’t be conscious 
unless one is aware of oneself as being in unless one is aware of oneself as being in 
th t t tth t t t ThTh ii lit tilit tithat statethat state.. The The nonconsciousnonconscious qualitative qualitative 
state still influences one’s psychological state still influences one’s psychological 
processing without any relevant processing without any relevant HOAHOA——
but there isn’t anything it’s like for one. but there isn’t anything it’s like for one. 
There’s no change in subliminal qualitative There’s no change in subliminal qualitative 
states themselvesstates themselves when they come to be when they come to be s a es e se ess a es e se es e ey co e o bee ey co e o be
conscious.  Things light up for us because conscious.  Things light up for us because 
we become aware of ourselves as being in we become aware of ourselves as being in 
those states.  Since we’re typically unaware those states.  Since we’re typically unaware 
of any of any HOHO states, we states, we mistakenly think of mistakenly think of 
the the FOFO states themselves as “lighting upstates themselves as “lighting up.”.”
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A A FOFO state is conscious if a state is conscious if a HOHO state makes state makes 
one aware of it.  But one aware of it.  But HOHO states are rarely states are rarely 
themselves conscious.themselves conscious.
So where does the consciousness come So where does the consciousness come 
from?  How is it that two states that from?  How is it that two states that aren’taren’t
conscious result in a state thatconscious result in a state that isis conscious?conscious?conscious result in a state that conscious result in a state that isis conscious?conscious?
That’s the wrong question.  A That’s the wrong question.  A FOFO state’s state’s 
being conscious consists in one’s being being conscious consists in one’s being 
suitably aware of it.  So the right question suitably aware of it.  So the right question 
is whether a is whether a nonconsciousnonconscious HOHO state can state can 
make one aware in that way of a make one aware in that way of a FOFO state.state.yy
And it can.  Just sensing subliminally makes And it can.  Just sensing subliminally makes 
one aware of the thing sensed, though one aware of the thing sensed, though not not 
consciously awareconsciously aware of of it; it; so a so a nonconsciousnonconscious
HOHO state makes one aware of the state makes one aware of the FOFO state, state, 
though not consciously aware of it.though not consciously aware of it.
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HOHO theories can explain our theories can explain our subjective subjective 
sensesense that the property of being conscious that the property of being conscious 
is inseparable from is inseparable from FOFO qualitative qualitative states.states.
And we also have reason And we also have reason not to trust that not to trust that 
subjective sensesubjective sense:: Our best Our best psychologicalpsychological
handle on how conscious states differ fromhandle on how conscious states differ fromhandle on how conscious states differ from handle on how conscious states differ from 
nonconsciousnonconscious mental states is that a mental states is that a HOAHOA
accompanies the conscious casesaccompanies the conscious cases.  .  
Any acceptable theory must of course do Any acceptable theory must of course do 
justice to the subjective appearancesjustice to the subjective appearances..
But it need not do so by taking thoseBut it need not do so by taking thoseBut it need not do so by taking those But it need not do so by taking those 
appearances appearances to be veridical.  It can do so to be veridical.  It can do so 
by by explaining explaining why it is that we have those why it is that we have those 
subjective appearancessubjective appearances. . (Cf. weight.)  (Cf. weight.)  We We 
mustmust explain that anywayexplain that anyway——and accuracy and accuracy 
of the appearances couldn’t help us do so.of the appearances couldn’t help us do so.
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This bears on an objection Ned and others This bears on an objection Ned and others 
have raised:  that have raised:  that HOHO theories don’t rule theories don’t rule 
out out a a HOA’sHOA’s occurring without the occurring without the FOFO state state 
that the that the HOAHOA makes one aware of being inmakes one aware of being in..
This can’t really be much of a worry.  This can’t really be much of a worry.  HOHO
theories don’ttheories don’t requirerequire that this happensthat this happenstheories don t theories don t requirerequire that this happens.  that this happens.  
So if it turns out that it can’t, one can just So if it turns out that it can’t, one can just 
add a stipulation to that effect.add a stipulation to that effect.
This wouldn’t be ad hoc, just an adjustment This wouldn’t be ad hoc, just an adjustment 
to accommodate the way things are.to accommodate the way things are.
But it’sBut it’s unclear why aunclear why a HOAHOA cannot occurcannot occurBut it s But it s unclear why a unclear why a HOAHOA cannot occur cannot occur 
without the without the FOFO state one is aware of state one is aware of 
oneself as being inoneself as being in.. It seems It seems subjectivelysubjectively
that it can’t.  But that shows that it that it can’t.  But that shows that it reallyreally
can’t occur only on the highly implausible can’t occur only on the highly implausible 
view that view that the mind is transparent to itselfthe mind is transparent to itself..
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And it will And it will appear subjectivelyappear subjectively that that HOAsHOAs
cannot occur without their targetscannot occur without their targets——since since 
each each HOAHOA actually actually constitutes a subjective constitutes a subjective 
appearance that one is in a appearance that one is in a FOFO statestate..
If whatIf what--it’sit’s--likelike--nessness were were an aspect of the an aspect of the 
FOFO statestate as Nedas Ned (2011 )(2011 ) holds thereholds there wouldwouldFOFO statestate,, as Ned as Ned (2011a)(2011a) holds, there holds, there would would 
be nothing it’s like without a be nothing it’s like without a FOFO state. state. 
But if one is altogether unaware of being in But if one is altogether unaware of being in 
that state, there will be nothing it’s like for that state, there will be nothing it’s like for 
one to be in itone to be in it.  So having a .  So having a HOAHOA is is at least at least 
necessarynecessary for there being something it’s for there being something it’s yy g gg g
likelike——and, and, barring transparencybarring transparency,, sufficientsufficient..
And And as noted earlier, we can explain our as noted earlier, we can explain our 
subjectivesubjective sense sense that that whatwhat--it’sit’s--likelike--nessness isis
an inseparable aspect of an inseparable aspect of FOFO states simply states simply 
by our being unaware of by our being unaware of (most)(most) HOAsHOAs..
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But if a But if a HOAHOA doesdoes occur without a relevant occur without a relevant 
FOFO state, state, what is the conscious statewhat is the conscious state??
It’s not the It’s not the FOFO state, since that’s missing.  state, since that’s missing.  
And the And the HOAHOA is seldom itself conscious.  is seldom itself conscious.  
Doesn’t this show the Doesn’t this show the FOFO state must occurstate must occur??
C i iC i i t lt l It’It’Consciousness is Consciousness is mental appearancemental appearance:  :  It’s It’s 
how our mental lives subjectively appear how our mental lives subjectively appear 
to usto us.  .  So conscious states are simply the So conscious states are simply the 
mental states we mental states we appear subjectivelyappear subjectively to to 
be inbe in——even if occasionally it turns out  even if occasionally it turns out  
that we’re not actually that we’re not actually in those states.in those states.
Ned has argued Ned has argued (2011b)(2011b) that perceptual that perceptual 
consciousness consciousness overflows overflows cognitive accesscognitive access——
appealing to George appealing to George Sperling’sSperling’s and Victor’s and Victor’s 
work to argue that more is phenomenally work to argue that more is phenomenally 
conscious than we conscious than we actuallyactually access.access.
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Ned will discuss these results in detail.   Ned will discuss these results in detail.   
I’ll quickly describe I’ll quickly describe Sperling’sSperling’s (1960)(1960) work work 
and make a few comments.  and make a few comments.  SperlingSperling
presented subjects presented subjects very brieflyvery briefly with a 3 x 4 with a 3 x 4 
matrix of letters.  After the letters have matrix of letters.  After the letters have 
disappeared subjects can identify only 3disappeared subjects can identify only 3 44disappeared, subjects can identify only 3disappeared, subjects can identify only 3--4 4 
letters of all 12.  But if aletters of all 12.  But if a
subsequentsubsequent tone directstone directs
subjects to just subjects to just one row,one row,
they get most in that row.they get most in that row.
Since the tone occurs Since the tone occurs only after the letters only after the letters 

hh b h hb h hvanishvanish,, subjects must somehow retain the subjects must somehow retain the 
relevant information.  The question is how.relevant information.  The question is how.
Ned argues Ned argues that they retain it that they retain it consciouslyconsciously, , 
appeallingappealling to Victor’s work.  My comments to Victor’s work.  My comments 
on on SperlingSperling apply also to Victor’s work.apply also to Victor’s work.
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SperlingSperling subjects report having conscious subjects report having conscious 
perceptions of all 12 letters.  But some perceptions of all 12 letters.  But some 
theorists have urged that these conscious theorists have urged that these conscious 
perceptions are perceptions are genericgeneric——some letter or some letter or 
other, though not a specific oneother, though not a specific one——or are or are 
fragmentaryfragmentary The perceptionsThe perceptions would thenwould thenfragmentaryfragmentary.. The perceptions The perceptions would then would then 
not not overflow our limited cognitive access.overflow our limited cognitive access.
Ned doubts that Ned doubts that conscious perceptionsconscious perceptions
are ever generic or fragmentary.are ever generic or fragmentary.
But But HOHO theories suggest they may well be.theories suggest they may well be.
Even if the Even if the FOFO perceptions couldn’t be perceptions couldn’t be p pp p
generic or fragmentary, the generic or fragmentary, the HOAHOA might might 
still still make one aware of the make one aware of the FOFO perception perception 
in a fragmentary or generic wayin a fragmentary or generic way..
The perceptions would be conscious The perceptions would be conscious asas
fragmentary or genericfragmentary or generic..
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Subjects also report that they consciously Subjects also report that they consciously 
see “more than they can cognitively grasp” see “more than they can cognitively grasp” 
(Block 2011b)(Block 2011b)——and that “[t]hey saw more and that “[t]hey saw more 
than they remembered” than they remembered” ((SperlingSperling 1983)1983)..
Ned argues that this helps confirm that Ned argues that this helps confirm that 
the perceptions that overflow cognitivethe perceptions that overflow cognitivethe perceptions that overflow cognitive the perceptions that overflow cognitive 
access are consciousaccess are conscious..
But these reports may just reflect subjects’ But these reports may just reflect subjects’ 
assumptionassumption that the display contained more that the display contained more 
than they could identifythan they could identify——and so more and so more 
than they were consciously aware of.than they were consciously aware of.
They may just be assuming that They may just be assuming that the displaythe display
had specific letters they couldn’t identify.had specific letters they couldn’t identify.
Conscious awareness would then Conscious awareness would then coincide coincide 
with cognitive accesswith cognitive access——i.e., with what i.e., with what 
subjects can describe and identifysubjects can describe and identify..
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Those who deny overflow sometimes urge Those who deny overflow sometimes urge 
that conscious perception is that conscious perception is sparsesparse——less less 
rich than it seems.  Ned insists that it’s rich.rich than it seems.  Ned insists that it’s rich.
Perceptions could be rich or sparse in two Perceptions could be rich or sparse in two 
distinct ways.  Perhaps, as I’ve suggested, distinct ways.  Perhaps, as I’ve suggested, 
thethe FOFO perceptions are in themselves richperceptions are in themselves richthe the FOFO perceptions are in themselves rich perceptions are in themselves rich 
but we’re aware of them in a sparse way:    but we’re aware of them in a sparse way:    
Our Our HOAsHOAs represent them sparselyrepresent them sparsely..
But it might be that the But it might be that the FOFO perceptions are perceptions are 
also less rich than we thinkalso less rich than we think——independentindependent
of how we’re subjectively aware of them.of how we’re subjectively aware of them.j yj y
We likely do subjectively overestimate the We likely do subjectively overestimate the 
detail we detail we objectivelyobjectively seesee——i.e., i.e., in a FO wayin a FO way
(e.g., (e.g., RahnevRahnev et alet al 2011)2011).  If so, we have even .  If so, we have even 
less reason to hold that less reason to hold that consciousconscious
perceiving overflows cognitive access.perceiving overflows cognitive access.
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Thank you for your Thank you for your 
(conscious)(conscious) attention!attention!
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